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Good afternoon.

The other evening I had	  the opportunity to	  talk with	  Coach	  Rodriquez, our 
baseball coach. We were talking about player development, about how	  as a 
coach he cares for his players in	  the totality of their personhood. He was telling 
me about one	  player in particular for whom his	  affection was apparent, and how, 
ultimately, this player	  left	  to go to another college. I asked Coach Rodriquez if 
this	  bothered	  him and	  he replied,	  “no	  it didn’t.” In fact, the coach had supported 
the player’s decision	  because it was made for	  academic reasons.

“You see,”	  said Coach Rodriquez, “I	  impress upon our	  athletes 
that	  they	  are students	  first. I remind them that the	  ability	  to play	  baseball will	  
end one day	  and I ask them, ‘Who will you be then?’”

Coach’s words have stayed	  with	  me since. A simple question: Who	  will 
you	   be then?	  Has revisited	  me as I have walked	  the campus and	  watched	  you	  
settle into the new year; and it has	  revisited me	  in the	  dark hours	  of the	  night as 
I’ve	  contemplated my	  own life.

When we are born, one of the first things our parents do is give us a 
name. Sometimes they give us that name while we are still in	  the womb. And 
sometimes, they	  wait	  until	  they’ve held us and looked into our	  eyes before 
calling us by name. And for that moment, that is who we are: I am Diane, I am 
Alex, I am Darant, I am Maria.



But that moment passes very quickly and soon	  that identity is joined	  by 
others: I am Diane, I am a daughter, I am a sister. With each passing year, the 
identities are piled on: I am Alex; I am a son, student, athlete, employee, 
parent, and caregiver…. On and on until we often break down into a crisis of 
identity. Of reflecting on that	  basic question: who am I?	  And	  being stopped	   
short of an	  answer.

The mid-life crisis is a well-recognized phenomenon in our	  society.	  It often	   
comes	  when a person reaches	  the	  age of 40 to 50. I am convinced that the	   
trigger comes	  on a dark	  night	  when he	  or she	  contemplates	  their true	  self	  and 
finds	  that	  they	  have lost	  themselves in a sea of	  labels.	  In the course	  of	  their 
quest	  to get back to	  that person	  their parents first	  named, they	  blunder and	   
become more and	  more distant from	  a person that they can recognize as “self.”	  

But as prominent the notion	  of the mid-life crisis is, I think	  that	  we miss 
the fact that	  these crises begin much earlier	  in life.	  I remember	  helping each of	   
my	  daughters first, choose	  a college	  and then spend their years	  as college 
students. How the stress built each time	  they	  were	  asked about the	  “fit” with a 
specific	  institution; each time they	  were in a course that they thought would 
interest them but just	  did	  not; each time	  they	  were asked: what are	  you 
going	  to do when you graduate?

I imagine that you too have at times struggled to find yourself, and be true 
to yourself, in the face of	  the pressure our	  society	  places on you	  to	  label and 
identify	  yourself. And I suggest to you that those pressures are false, that the 
ways that you are labeled, identified, are inconsequential to finding yourself.	  
That	  your true self can be found at the core of your value structure. That the 
labels that matter will be those that describe how you interact with your fellow 
human beings and the world around you.



This year, and throughout your time at OLLU, we will ask you	  to	  test 
yourself	  against	  the	  core values that	  you will	  need to lead a life that	  supports 
you as a contributor to your family, your community and your world. These 
values: Community, Trust, Integrity	  and Service are the touchstones to the life 
well	  lived.	  And as Courtney reminded us, we are	  challenged to live these  
values through our actions	  and through the	  decisions	  we	  make	  on how 
we	  use	  the	  time	  that we	  are	  given on this	  earth.

And so I say to you: be conscience of what you say and do. When faced 
with a choice,	  fall back on these values before choosing a path.	  If	  you are 
disillusioned	  by your major,	  or don’t have one yet,	  ask yourself:	  how can I use 
my talents in service to others? If you find yourself tempted to share gossip, 
remind yourself	  that	  those	  who gossip are	  not trusted. If you find yourself	  sad 
and lonely, look	  around you and you will	  likely	  find somebody	  else who could 
use your	  company.

The challenge to	  allow your values to	  guide you	  is not an easy one. Our 
society	  would prefer that you allow yourself to be	  guided by	  the quest for	  
material wealth and secular labels. Our journey will be made easier as we join 
as one, united	  and	  guided	  by our core values, acting for the betterment of our 
community	  and each of	  us	  as	  individuals.




